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OPTIMIZATION OF NEXT-EVENT ESTIMATION PROBABILITY
IN MONTE CARLO SHIELDING CALCULATIONS

T. J. Hoffman and J. S. Tang

In Monte Carlo radiation transport calculations with point
detectors, the next-event estimation is employed to estimate the
response to each detector from all collision sites. The computation
time required for this estimation process is substantial and often
exceeds the time required to generate and process particle histories in
a calculation. This estimation from all collision sites is, therefore,
very wasteful in Monte Carlo shielding calculations. For example, in
the source region and in regions far away from the detectors, the next-
event contribution of a particle is often very small and insignificant.
This inefficiency can be reduced without biasing the effect of interest,
A, by estimating from a given region, i, with a probability, p., and if
the estimation is made, dividing the contribution by p.. That is
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where

m = number of histories

N.. * number of collisions in region i by history j ,
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N. <* — 2- N.. • average number of collision per history in

j«l J region i ,



£. * average next-event contribution to the detector response
by a particle undergoing a collision in region i in a
standard game,

M. = p.N. » number of estimates from region i in the modified
game ,

k
C- = ^_ = contribution in the modified game, and

pi

IMAX = number of importance regions.
The only random variable in the expression for X is N.. Therefore the
variance of A is determined entirely by the variance of N.:
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The above relation assumes no correlation between the N.. If a Poisson
distribution is assumed for N.,1 then a? = N.. Thus for the standard
game i L
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Similar assumptions for the modified game lead to
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Since 0<p-il.0, a^ will be minimal when all p.=1.00, i.e., the optimal
game is the standard game. However, the above analysis assumes that in
each case the same number of histories are processed without considering
the computation time of each case.

Now let's assume the computation time is fixed and proportional to
the number of geometry searches.2 Geometry searches are performed
during the random walk and when next-event estimations are made. Thus,
the number of geometry searches per history for a random walk is
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and for next-event estimation is
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where

E = number of escapes per history,

D = number of detectors,

S. = number of source particles in region i per history, and

G- = number of secondary particles (fission neutrons and gamma
rays) produced in region i per history.

Although o? is independent of the number of histories m, the variance of
the mean of X is not and
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Let C be the computation time per geometry search, then the total time
to process m histories is

T = mCCGS r+GSe)
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Substituting m and o* into o , we obtain
A A
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With the above equation, the estimation probabilities p. can be deter-
mined in such a manner that a— is minimized. Then this set of estimation
probabilities can be used in the Monte Carlo calculation.



The method described above was tested on a spent fuel shipping cask
problem.3 The doses at six axial detectors were calculated with and
without the optimized estimation probabilities. Discrete Ordinates
results were also performed to verify Monte Carlo results. Results in
Table 1, indicate that the efficiency of Monte Carlo calculation due to
the optimized next-event estimation probabilities improves between 30%
to 500% depending on detector location.



Table 1. Gamma-Ray Dose for Depleted-Dranium Cask (VRem/hr/particle/sec)

Relative
Monte Carlo (MORSE-SGC) Efficiency

Detector Distance ^ " " . " y ...... .,». ̂ ,..».».»•». -> /FSD \2

from Cask Surface(cm) Standard Optimized p. f £ j

aRead as 4.8720x10 ~12.

Fractional standard deviation, FSD.

30.48 4.8720-12a(.134)b 4.1183-J 2( .060) 4.99

60.96 2.8333-12 (.118) 2.5191-12(.051) 5.35

91.44 1.7727-12 (.108) 1.6528-12(.051) 4.48

121.92 1.1982-12 (.100) 1.1821-12(.063) 2.52

152.40 8.5807-13 (.095) 8.7 844-13(.07 9) 1.45

182.88 6.4202-13 (.091) 6.6386-13(.080) 1.29

Running Time 10.4 10.2
(IBM 3033 minutes)

Histories processed 23,000 114,000
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